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ABSTRACT

1

Interactive articles are an effective medium of communication in
education, journalism, and scientific publishing, yet are created
using complex general-purpose programming tools. We present
Idyll Studio, a structured editor for authoring and publishing interactive and data-driven articles. We extend the Idyll framework to
support reflective documents, which can inspect and modify their
underlying program at runtime, and show how this functionality
can be used to reify the constituent parts of a reactive document
model—components, text, state, and styles—in an expressive, interoperable, and easy-to-learn graphical interface. In a study with 18
diverse participants, all could perform basic editing and composition, use datasets and variables, and specify relationships between
components. Most could choreograph interactive visualizations and
dynamic text, although some struggled with advanced uses requiring unstructured code editing. Our findings suggest Idyll Studio
lowers the threshold for non-experts to create interactive articles
and allows experts to rapidly specify a wide range of article designs.

Interactive articles [31] like Victor’s Explorable Explanations [73]
utilize dynamic text, manipulable controls, and interactive graphics
to present information to viewers in an engaging, reader-driven
form. This format is a useful medium of communication across
domains like journalism [28, 66], education [45], and scientific publishing [20] because interactive articles can promote active reading [73], foster engagement [17, 28], and lead to improved learning
outcomes [36, 66]. While some tools exist to support the creation of
these articles [14, 61], they typically require that authors are familiar
with technical tools like the command-line and often mandate the
use of general purpose programming languages like JavaScript or
Python. These requirements make it difficult or impossible for those
with limited programming knowledge—for example some educators
and journalists—to create interactive articles [14]. For those who
do have the requisite programming knowledge, the article creation
process is still time consuming and cognitively demanding [31].
We present Idyll Studio, a novel structured editing interface for
authoring data-driven, interactive documents. With this tool, authors can use a graphical, WYSIWYG-style interface to create, edit,
and publish interactive articles. We show through a first-use study
how, in many cases, the tool eliminates the need to use general
purpose programming tools, and how it can streamline the article
creation process for both novice users and technical experts.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and
tools; User interface programming; • Applied computing →
Hypertext / hypermedia creation.
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INTRODUCTION

• Extensions to the Idyll framework to support reflective
documents which can inspect and modify their own programs at runtime. We use these extensions to create a flexible
structured editing API which powers Idyll Studio.
• Idyll Studio—a structured editor for authoring interactive
& data-driven articles—released as open source software that
can be downloaded and used today.1
• A first-use study in which 18 participants with a wide range
of backgrounds used Idyll Studio to perform rapid prototyping tasks. We found that Idyll Studio enabled non-technical
users to complete tasks they otherwise could not, and allowed expert users to create articles more rapidly and with
fewer cognitive demands compared to existing tools.

1 https://github.com/idyll-lang/idyll-studio/releases
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Figure 1: Idyll Studio builds on the Idyll markup language by creating a structured editing interface for creating, manipulating,
and publishing interactive articles. We implement a tree expansion algorithm to transform arbitrary Idyll programs into
structured editing interfaces. Text editors allow an author to edit and style text while component editors allow for orchestration
of component behaviors. Insertion points can be used to add new components or text blocks to the article via drag-and-drop.

2

MOTIVATION & RELATED WORK

Idyll Studio builds on research from narrative visualization [67],
computational notebooks [60], literate programming [39], userinterface toolkits [50, 72], and word processors [37]. Idyll Studio is
a structured editor, and can be seen as a hybrid word processor and
interface builder tool for interactive articles.

2.1

Narrative InfoVis & Interactive Articles

The information visualization research community has examined
the role of narrative in explanatory visualizations, including storytelling approaches [26, 67, 69], the effects of sequence [33] and
framing [32], as well as in-depth analysis of usage of different narrative visualization formats such as data comics [4, 5], video [1, 10],
and interactive articles [46, 77]. We aim to support narrative visualization authoring in the interactive article format.
A number of systems have been developed with similar goals [42,
48, 53, 61, 74], but existing systems are either limited in their expressivity or require that authors use general purpose programming
tools. For example, some WYSYIWG-style editors allow users to insert arbitrary interactive components into web-based articles [12];
however, in previous such systems, components are treated as
independent black boxes and cannot communicate amongst one

another—a requirement for common design patterns like linked
text and graphics [77]. On the other hand, code-based approaches,
while sufficiently expressive, have a high threshold for productive
use and are often inappropriate for non-technical users like some
journalists and educators [42].
Our work extends Idyll [14], one framework for authoring interactive articles. While Idyll supports the creation of sophisticated
interactive reading interfaces [15, 16], it still requires that users
learn a markup language and use tools like git and the commandline [31], even to make simple changes to the text of an article. Idyll
Studio provides a GUI that allows users to perform basic tasks like
editing, composing, and publishing documents without requiring
general purpose programming tools. Idyll Studio reifies [8] the four
parts of Idyll’s reactive document model (components, text, state,
and styles) in elements of a graphical interface that allows users
to rapidly sequence text and interactive elements while allowing
them to script domain-specific graphics using visualization and
user interface libraries when needed. In Idyll, document structure
is intentionally separated from the implementation of parameterized components [79]: users write text and arrange components,
and then choreograph component interactions by connecting reactive variables to meaningful domain-specific parameters that components expose. Components are created using domain-specific
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languages like D3 [9] or Processing [59], visualization grammars
such as Vega [64] or Vega-Lite [63], or graphical tools that support
the creation of interactive graphics and data visualizations. For example, Lyra [62, 78] lets users specify interactive visualizations by
example, while Kitty [34] and Apparatus [65] support the authoring
of interactive diagrams through sketching and direct manipulation,
respectively. Such tools are complementary to Idyll Studio, and can
be used to create interactive graphics which are then imported into
the system and parameterized using reactive variables [13].
Lee et al. [43] articulate a model of the visual data storytelling
process. They describe how multiple collaborators (e.g., data analyst,
scripter, and editor) work together to create and present data-driven
stories in professional settings, which serves as a guideline for
the different roles and tasks that a tool like Idyll Studio should
support. For example, editors can easily edit text and component
properties without needing to understand how the components are
implemented, and scripters can use the interface to rapidly iterate
on a component’s implementation and see how changes look in
context. We designed Idyll Studio with the assumption that the
majority of exploratory data analysis would be done prior to the
creation of an interactive article and our structured interviews with
user study participants (§4.3) support this.

2.2

Structured Editing

Our system follows a structured editing approach [71], in which
authors use an interface to effect changes in the abstract syntax tree
(AST) of an underlying Idyll program. In contrast to many structured editors (e.g. [30, 41]), our system allows users to interact with
a live running, visual version of their program rather than a structured version of the textual representation. We are not the first to
apply structured editing to multimedia documents; for example, the
Grif system [57] took a structured approach to formatting complex
documents. However, to our knowledge we are the first to support the specification of data-driven, highly interactive hypertext
articles through a structured editing interface.
The structured approach eliminates a class of syntax errors [40]
(since every change to the AST will result in a valid program)
that may make it more beginner friendly, but possible drawbacks
include restricting the expressiveness or fluidity of use for expert
programmers who prefer to work in unstructured text editors [49].
Sketch-n-Sketch [29] combines unstructured programming with
direct manipulation, allowing changes made in either modality to
affect the other. Since Idyll Studio supports arbitrary components,
we do not expose a direct manipulation tool for editing graphics,
but rather allow authors to modify any component through general
purpose editing instruments [7]. A domain-specific graphics editor
like Sketch-n-Sketch could be embedded inside of Idyll Studio to
allow direct manipulation of a specific set of components using the
instrument API we developed (§3.2) or used in an independent but
interoperable manner (as in §3.3).

2.3

Runtime Modification of Code & Interfaces

Programs that can inspect and modify their internal structure at
runtime support reflection [44, 68]. This functionality, available in
many modern programming languages [2, 24, 35], allows programs
to dynamically adapt based on input from users, environmental
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sensors, or other sources [27, 47]. To build a structured editor where
authors can compose articles with low levels of spatial indirection,
we designed an AST transformation to embed instrumental components directly in interactive documents and extend Idyll to support
reflection, allowing these instruments to modify the underlying
program as it runs. Put another way, we augment a running Idyll
program to convert it into its own live WYSIWYG editor.
Hypercard [3] also supported customization of application interfaces from within the application itself, allowing end-users to
create multimedia presentations including hyperlinks and input
forms. Idyll Studio supports similar features coupled with a reactive
variable system, and allows for the rapid creation of layouts linking
text and interactive graphics, as well as full control over the lookand-feel of the generated documents. Both systems achieve this
through the modification of source code, but researchers have also
developed techniques to let end users customize GUIs that do not
explicitly support runtime augmentation. For example, pixel-based
reverse engineering [18], runtime toolkit overloading [21], and
interface attachments [54] enable modification of user interfaces
to support augmented interactions [19], personalization [25] and
improved accessibility [22].

2.4

Notebooks & Literate Programming

The ability to mix code and prose exists in other systems such as
computational notebooks [55] and literate programming environments [39]. While some notebook environments support similar
features to Idyll (e.g., ObservableHQ [52] has a similar reactive
runtime and support for embedded graphics), these environments
typically target exploratory analysis use cases in which an analyst
uses the notebook as a feature-rich REPL to interactively construct
visualizations and data transformations to support their analytic
needs [56] in a shareable and collaborative format [76]. While Observable and other literate programming environments are centered
on programming, our interface centers on direct manipulation, in
which authors can compose interactive articles primarily through
the use of familiar interactions like point-and-click and drag-anddrop. Idyll Studio is designed to support the creation of rich interactive reading interfaces targeted at a more general audience than
analysts and data scientists, and affords the ability to customize
nearly every aspect of the look-and-feel of the final output.
Literate programming environments like Codestrates [58] and
Leisure [11] offer a similar editing experience to computational
notebooks but offer additional flexibility—for example the ability
to customize the user interface—through the ability to use the
programming environment to modify its own user interface. By
making the entire medium dynamic, literate programs can “blur
the line” between authoring environment and application [38]; this
technique has been extended to data visualization for ubiquitous
analytics [6]. In this work, we extended Idyll to similarly support
reflective documents; however, Idyll Studio clearly differentiates
between the views for authoring and reading an interactive article.
When an interactive article created with Idyll Studio is compiled
for publication, the instrumental elements used by the authors
and designers of the document are hidden from the readers’ view
by default. Because readers are typically interested in the content
being presented rather than the underlying implementation of the
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graphics, model, or user interface [17], centering these "behind the
scenes" elements in a published interface can be a distraction and
lead to unnecessary cognitive load [70] for most readers.

3

IDYLL STUDIO

Idyll Studio is a structured editor for authoring and publishing
interactive and data-driven articles. The software is an open source
desktop application that supports Windows, MacOS, and Linux. The
tool is built on top of the Idyll [14] markup language and can be
used to edit and view existing articles or create new ones. Programs
created with Idyll Studio are serialized back to idiomatic markup,
compatible with any tools used with Idyll markup today.
The interface (Figure 2) consists of two major parts: an article
viewer A and an editing panel B on the left-hand side of the
interface. The article viewer shows a nearly-WYSIWYG view of the
article.2 The editing panel has three tabs, document, components, and
variables. Together these elements reify the Idyll reactive document
model into concrete interface objects; in particular it gives authors
access to text, components, state (variables and datasets), and styles
in order to construct customized interactive articles.

3.1

Core Concepts

3.1.1 Compose text and components. A primary task when authoring interactive articles is the composition of text and components.
As shown in Figure 1, the modified version of the AST that is rendered into the Idyll Studio article viewer includes three types of
instrumental nodes: insertion points, text editors, and component
editors. These three instrumental elements are used to manipulate
existing text and components, as well as to insert new text elements or components. To invoke a text editor C an author can
simply click on an existing block of text. This will cause a visual
indicator to appear, signifying that the selected text can now be
edited, and the text displayed will change from rendered HTML
to the underlying Idyll markup. An author can then directly edit
this text (including adding markdown tags or components), and
when they click away from the text block, it will transition from
the editing mode back to displaying rendered HTML. To use the
insertion points D to add new content to an article, an author
navigates to the component tab on the left-hand sidebar, and then
drags a component from the component library displayed in the
sidebar onto the article view. As they do this, gray drop targets will
appear in the interface where the component can be placed.
3.1.2 Parameterize components. Next to each component in the
article view is a small gear icon which can be clicked to invoke
the component editor instrument E . This instrument is used to
parameterize components by editing the type and value of existing
properties or adding additional properties to the component invocation. When the component editor is invoked, an outline appears
around the referent component in the article viewer and an editing
window appears below it. The editor’s properties tab provides a
structured interface for editing component properties, as well as
a link to component documentation and the ability to delete the
2 We

state “nearly” WYSIWYG because Idyll Studio includes instrumental components
in the interface which allow an author to edit text and component properties and
styles. These components do not affect the layout or styles of the page.

Figure 2: Idyll Studio utilizes direct and instrumental manipulation to let authors compose and choreograph interactive
and data-driven articles. The interface consists of a live article view (A) and an editing panel (B) on the left-hand side.
Authors can use text editors (C), insertion points (D), and
component editors (E) to construct their articles. The variables panel (F) lets the author inspect and modify the document’s reactive state, and document (G) and component (H)
styles can be applied to customize the aesthetics.
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component from the article. Properties can have one of several
types, including literal (e.g., a string, number, or boolean), expression (a reactive expression that references one or more variables
or datasets), or variable types (a two-way binding between the
component property and a variable). By default property values
are edited using a text input widget, but this varies by property
type: for example, properties with the variable type are set via a
dropdown containing a list of defined variables that can be bound.
3.1.3 Define variables and datasets. In order to use expression and
variable type properties, authors need to define variables and datasets
using the variables panel F . The panel shows a list of all variables
and datasets currently defined, their initial and current values in
a spreadsheet-like interface, and a button to add additional variables. The cells of this view can be edited directly to change the
variable’s type (var, derived, data), name, initial value, and current
value. The panel also includes a data view, which can be used to import datasets by dragging and dropping a file from the author’s file
system (CSV and JSON files are supported) or selecting from a list
of built-in examples. Once a dataset is added via the dataset view,
a new row with the type data will appear in the variable view’s
grid interface. Any variables or datasets that have been loaded in
this view can be referenced in expressions, and any with type var
can be used in two-way bindings. A variable’s current and initial
value start with the same value, but as an author interacts with
variable-bound widgets in the article, the current value will update
in real time, giving an overview of the article’s most recent state.
By setting a variable’s current value directly, an author can quickly
see how components would look under various configurations.
3.1.4 Customize aesthetics. In addition to specifying the composition and behavior of text and components, authors also need to
customize the aesthetics of their article [28]. This can be done in
Idyll Studio through themes and layouts which affect the entire article, or targeted style rules which only apply to specific component
invocations. To modify the theme or layout, users can navigate
to the Document tab in the left sidebar and choose from existing
styles or provide their own G . To add component-specific styles,
authors can use the Style tab in the component editor instrument
and add CSS rules to modify, for example, the color, font, position, and size of elements H . In some cases more complex layouts
need to be specified via the composition of built-in components. To
achieve this, layout components can be dragged and dropped onto
the article using insertion points, and then manipulated like other
components. For example, an Aside component can be added to
display content (text or another component) in an article’s margin.
3.1.5 Access & modify the underlying Idyll markup. In certain cases
it will be desirable to access & modify the underlying Idyll markup.
While most programs can be specified by using the structured editor, certain tasks such as invoking logical components are more
ergonomic when done using unstructured text. Take for example
the Switch component, which conditionally displays its children
based on a variable property: to modify the contents of children
that do not visually appear in the article, an author may choose
to edit the underlying Idyll markup directly rather than manually
changing the Switch’s value each time they want to edit a different child. Users can select the markup button on the component
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instrument panel to reveal that component’s Idyll specification. By
surfacing only the relevant code snippet directly in the interface,
users can make targeted edits without being overwhelmed by seeing the entire program at once. Power users might prefer to edit
completely unstructured text as opposed to using our GUI. These
users can still access and manipulate the full text of the underlying
Idyll program via their file system and their programming tool of
choice. We envision that supporting these various interfaces will
be important to enable collaborations between less technically inclined users, including journalists and educators, and programmers
more comfortable with unstructured editors.

3.2

Implementation

When users edit text or components through Idyll Studio, they
are using the interface to make changes to the AST of a live Idyll
program.3 In order to support structured editing with minimal temporal and spatial indirection, instruments are placed directly into
the document. To do this, we extend the Idyll framework in two
major ways. First, we developed a transformation (Figure 1) that
expands the AST to wrap text and component nodes with instrumental elements—such as text and component editors—and add
insertion targets, which an author can select through a drag-anddrop interaction. Second, we added support for reflection, allowing components to effect changes in the document’s underlying
program while running. Together, these two features allow us to
support structured editing with direct interactions by seamlessly
inserting instruments in situ in a running interactive article.
3.2.1 Instrumentation. We implemented three instrumental widgets: a component editor, a text editor, and an insertion target. By
inserting them into the AST, the instruments appear directly in the
article where the content that they modify appears. While we use
the same component editor widget for all components, additional
instruments could be added and associated with specific subsets
of components. The tree expansion algorithm performs a single
breadth-first traversal of the AST: (1) For each component and text
node, replace that component with an instrumental node that has
the original component as its only child; (2) for each component and
group node, interleave that node’s existing children with “insertion
point” instruments (components without any children may or may not
have an insertion point added as a child, depending on a parameter
in the component’s metadata). While this step allows us to render
these instruments into the document, we need to add reflection in
order for them to apply changes to the program.
3.2.2 Reflection. Reflection is the ability for a program to inspect
and change its own behavior at runtime. We extended the Idyll
runtime to support this, allowing the active AST to be changed
while the document retains its state. We added an API with a single
function updateAST(newAst), that when called will update the actively running Idyll program to update to conform to the structure
in the new AST. Components can use this function to make changes
that modify the behavior of the program at runtime. For simplicity,
when passing references to the AST we always use the original,
non-transformed copy and make changes to that version before
re-running the tree expansion. If these methods are accessed from
3 See

https://github.com/idyll-lang/idyll/tree/master/packages/idyll-ast .
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Figure 3: Two examples of how Idyll Studio interoperates
with existing tools: (A) users can click “edit” to call up their
system text editor and modify a component’s source code;
any changes made are immediately reflected in the article
view; (B) similarly, users can edit media assets like images
or SVGs by invoking a domain-specific editor like Figma and
see changes immediately reflected in context.

within an instrumental node, the nodeId will refer to the instrument’s child, making implementation of the component and text
editors straightforward. A suite of helper functions to query and
transform the AST is available.

3.3

Interoperability

While Idyll Studio focuses on specifying the composition and behavior of interactive articles, it may be desirable to utilize other

Conlen et al.

types of editing environments in certain cases, such as when editing a component’s implementation (which may involve writing
low-level graphics code) or when creating custom vector graphics.
While there is an argument to be made that users might prefer this
functionality to exist directly in Idyll Studio, we think that there
will always be cases where a domain-specific editor provides a better experience than a general purpose one that we could provide.
Rather than try to build a monolithic system that supports every
type of editing functionality, we instead choose to support interoperability with existing tools that have been highly refined for
their specific tasks. Figure 3 shows how Idyll Studio interoperates
with general purpose code-editing and vector graphics editing programs; this functionality can be extended to support other editing
environments as well.
In many cases authors want to include their own domain-specific
graphics in interactive articles. The most common way of implementing these custom components is through unstructured editing
of JavaScript source code, typically in conjunction with a user interface library like React or D3. To support this workflow in Idyll
Studio, we provide two commands that can be applied to components: edit and duplicate. To edit a component, the author simply
needs to click the edit button corresponding to the component that
they want to edit; this will cause the author’s system-defined text
editor A to open with the relevant source file loaded, as well as
launch a daemon that listens for changes to the source file and
reloads the component inside of Idyll Studio as changes are made.
This allows users direct access to edit their component’s source
code without needing to worry about details such as launching a
local development server or running a JavaScript bundler to prepare the code for use in a web browser. Each time the source file
is saved, the component will instantaneously update in the article viewer, allowing authors to rapidly iterate code changes. If an
author wishes to edit a component provided by the Idyll standard
library, they must first duplicate it, and then can freely edit a copy
while retaining access to the original implementation.
This interoperability approach is not limited to the modification
of component source code, but can be used to streamline the inclusion of other rich media as well (such as vector or raster images)
and can be extended to work with any asset that Idyll Studio loads
from the file system. Figure 3 shows how an author can add an
SVG component to their article, and then similarly call out to a
system-defined SVG editor B : first, a user clicks an edit button
that appears underneath the SVG, calling up a system editor based
on file-type, and then Idyll Studio instantiates a file-system watcher
and reloads the file whenever it changes on disk. As the author
manipulates the SVG in their preferred editing interface, the view
of the SVG in Idyll Studio updates automatically to show how the
changes look in context.

4

EVALUATION: FIRST-USE STUDY

We conducted a first-use study with 18 participants with widely
varying technical expertise, ranging from writers with little or no
programming experience to professional programmers. Participants
completed a short survey describing their familiarity with various
technologies, used Idyll Studio to complete a series of tasks, and
then participated in a semi-structured exit interview.

Idyll Studio: A Structured Editor for Authoring Interactive & Data-Driven Articles
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data-driven) with a basic, intermediate, and advanced task within
each category. Participants were given the tasks in order of difficulty, starting with the basic interactive task and ending with the
advanced data-driven task (if time allowed) and asked to “think
aloud” [23] while they worked through them. After completing the
tasks, we performed a short semi-structured interview with each
candidate, discussing their experience using Idyll Studio, their experience completing similar projects in the past, and if they would
consider using Idyll Studio in the future.

Figure 4: The distribution of self-reported technical expertise of our user study participants by category: developer
tools, web technologies, JavaScript libraries, markup languages, and visualization grammars. Overlaid vertical lines
convey the mean value.

4.1

Methods

To find participants for the study, we advertised it on a social media
account associated with the Idyll project, a support chatroom for
Idyll users, as well as a public Slack channel for data journalists. We
also invited respondents to share the sign-up link with interested
colleagues. Each participant completed a short survey in which
they rated their familiarity with various technologies on a 1-5 scale,
and listed their responsibilities at work and on personal projects.
We ultimately conducted user studies with 18 people. This cohort
worked on a variety of relevant tasks (writing, editing, designing,
programming), lived across several continents (North America,
Europe, and Asia) and used all three major operating systems (Windows, macOS, and Linux). We asked respondents to report their
expertise on 11 technologies commonly used in web development,
data science, and the construction of data-driven articles on a scale
from 1 to 5. Responses are shown in Figure 4. Our study participants have a broad range of familiarity with these technologies,
from almost no familiarity to expert levels.
All study sessions were performed remotely over video chat.
Each participant was given a link that they could use to download
a development version of the Idyll Studio desktop application. Participants were given a 10 minute tutorial on how to use the basic
functionality, and then were given 30 minutes to complete a series
of tasks. The tasks were divided into two categories (interaction and

4.1.1 Interaction Tasks. The three interaction tasks represented
common patterns that occur in interactive articles, starting off with
a simple example where the participant needed to create a variable
and then bind the value of the variable to a Range Slider (two-way
binding) as well as to a Display component (one-way binding), so
that when the range slider was manipulated, the display component
would immediately show the new value of the variable. The next
task was inspired by Victor’s Explorable Explanations [73] and required that participants build a “dog years calculator,” in which text
would dynamically update to show the age of a dog in both humanyears and dog-years in response to user input. Finally, participants
were required to implement StretchText [51], where a paragraph
of text expands or contracts to display text containing different
levels of detail in response to reader input. The StretchText task
was chosen as it requires that users drop down into unstructured
editing of Idyll markup.
4.1.2 Data-Driven Tasks. To complete the data-driven tasks, participants were sent a link to a tabular data file containing information
about penguins in several quantitative and categorical columns.
The participants were first asked to load this data into the system,
and then add a Table component to the page that displayed the
rows of this dataset. After this, they were asked to construct a
simple scatter plot using Vega-Lite [63], showing their choice of
quantitative fields on the x and y axes. Participants were then asked
to modify this scatter plot to make it interactive, allowing readers
to choose which field appeared on the y-axis of the chart. To do
this, participants needed to create a new reactive variable, bind it
to an input widget, such as a radio button selection, and update the
Vega-Lite specification to reference this reactive variable.

4.2

Quantitative Results

The results of the user study are shown in Table 1. All of the participants were able to complete both of the basic tasks and at least one
of the intermediate tasks: only one participant didn’t complete both
intermediate tasks. The completion rate of the advanced tasks was
lower, with 13 out of the 18 participants completing both of those
tasks. The “Tech.” column in Table 1 shows the average value of the
participant’s self reported score across the 11 different technologies
that were asked about in our pre-study survey, which serves as a
proxy for a participant’s overall comfort with programming and
technical tools in general. The table is sorted from highest to lowest
tech score and shows that a participant’s prior familiarity with web
development or data science tools was highly predictive of their
performance during this user study.
This may indicate that the interface is still not intuitive enough
for non-technical users, or that these users needed more time to
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Figure 5: Our first-use study asked participants to complete a series of tasks that involved adding interactivity and data-driven
elements to their articles. The tasks were chosen to represent common design patterns found in interactive articles.
familiarize themselves with the concepts involved in creating interactive articles. The participants had only 10 minutes of tutorial and
30 minutes to complete all of the tasks. It is encouraging that even
the less technical participants were able to complete the intermediate tasks because it suggests that they have an understanding of the
basic ideas needed to complete these tasks, but may need more time
to synthesize how to compose them in the interface. For example,
the advanced interactive data visualization task built directly on
concepts that were needed to complete the previous tasks (defining variables, connecting variables to input widgets, referencing
variables in expressions, and using Vega-Lite specifications). Given
that participants were comfortable using these ideas in isolation,
these more advanced tasks may be learnable for these users given
more time with the system, and are likely in their zone of proximal
development [75].

4.3

Qualitative Results

Immediately after spending up to 30 minutes completing the tasks
described, we conducted semi-structured interviews where we
asked participants to discuss their experience with the tool. The
interviews ranged in length from 15 minutes to about an hour. We
prepared three areas of questions for each participant: What did
you find confusing or counterintuitive using the tool? Describe the
last time you worked on a project involving the communication of
data. What tools did you use? What was the workflow? Could you
see this tool fitting into your personal workflow in the future? Why
or why not? What about in a collaborative workflow? We engaged

in open discussion with participants based on their responses to
elicit more feedback, better understand their needs, and ask how
the system did (or did not) work for them. We used an open coding
procedure to analyze the interviews and synthesized the resulting
codes into several major themes.
1. The interface enabled users to rapidly create designs with less
stress. Despite some users not completing all the tests, the general
sentiment was positive and participants expressed that they valued
the ease-of-use of the system regardless of their technical abilities:
“What I really like is to drag and drop [components] and then wire
them up with point and click” (P15), “It’s fully something I would
use - I don’t have the time or energy to code from scratch” (P17),
“Adding the interactivity and putting it into text - if you wanted to do
it in another way you could but it’s more work and more stressful”
(P9), “Really powerful and easy to use. I feel empowered” (P5). The
interface was frequently described as intuitive and participants
appreciated that the ability to publish to the web after they had
completed an article: “You’ve smoothed so many of the tough things
away from what I usually do. Publishing is a pain in the butt and
hey — it’s just done!” (P3).
2. But some users struggled to synthesize multiple concepts. Others needed time to understand the reactive model. While nearly all
participants completed both basic and intermediate tasks, five lesstechnical users failed to complete any of the advanced tasks in the
allotted time. Difficulties typically occurred when users needed
to perform unstructured editing of an expression or manipulate
a component’s property type. All users were comfortable writing
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Role
Tech. I1 D1 I2 D2 I3 D3
P1
comp. biologist
4.2 y y
y
y
y
y
P2
programmer
4.2 y
y
y
y
y
y
P3
hci researcher
3.8 y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
P4
vis. practitioner
3.7 y
P5
hci researcher
3.5 y
y
y
y
y
y
P6
journalist
3.4 y
y
y
y
y
y
P7
hci researcher
3.4 y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
P8
lab manager
3.4 y
P9
programmer
3.2 y
y
y
y
y
y
P10 vis. practitioner
2.9 y
y
y
y
y
y
P11 editor
2.9 y
y
y
y
y
y
P12 cs/journ. student
2.5 y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
n
n
P13 data scientist
2.5 y
P14 analyst
2.3 y
y
y
y
n
n
P15 designer
2.3 y
y
y
y
n
n
P16 writer
1.8 y
y
y
n
n
n
P17 ux researcher
1.8 y
y
y
y
y
y
P18 designer
1.3 y
y
y
y
n
n
Table 1: We conducted a first-use study with 18 participants. The tech column represents a participant’s average
familiarity with various related technologies; the subsequent columns each represent a task: interactive (I ) or dataoriented (D), and basic (1), intermediate (2), or advanced (3).

simple one-line expressions, even ones that referenced variables
(for example, an expression like dogAge * 7 was needed to complete the dog years calculator). However, when needing to add a
reference to a variable in a more complex expression, as in a VegaLite specification, some users struggled and felt overwhelmed: “I
didn’t feel comfortable or grounded in this part of the test. I just felt
like I was trying different things and seeing how the graph would
respond” (P18). Participants expressed that they needed some time
to internalize how the interface worked: “Everything logically made
sense but it took some time to think through things” (P17), “I needed
some time to clarify” (P8). For some this did not last long (“I came in
with a slightly wrong preconception, but that was all of 30 seconds
or so” (P3)), but others needed more time (“I would have to do it a
few times to get that to work” (P15)).
3. The interface should provide more visual feedback, promote experimentation, provide documentation on demand, and have guardrails
to prevent likely mistakes. To make the interface more forgiving and
promote learning, the interface should do more to prevent mistakes
and guide users in the right direction. One designer without programming experience described a desire for more visual feedback:
“Since I’m so unskilled, all the visual cues I could get would be
appreciated. I was just operating on a really crude understanding
of algebra and how things mapped together. I would definitely take
all the hand holding I could get in the UI” (P18). The different types
that properties could have were not adequately explained or discoverable in the interface: “[The types] could be more intuitive.
It’s not obvious what they mean or how to navigate them” (P11).
The interface shined when it promoted experimentation (“In Idyll
Studio everything seemed to work very nicely. You could fiddle
around and get things working quite easily” (P14)) but sometimes
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users would unintentionally overwrite an important part of their
document, for instance the dataset that they had loaded (P6, P15).
4. The interface empowered users and provided better support to
less technical users compared to existing tools. Despite the issues,
participants found value in what the interface allowed them to do
compared to existing tools. Some participants could not replicate
what they had done in the tasks with tools they currently use: “I
would paste a screenshot of a graph into a deck” (P18), “Sometimes
I use PowerPoint, but it is limiting. I can write a little HTML too but
that is also limiting” (P18). Others found existing tools frustrating:
“I don’t have a good workflow. I’ve tried other tools and just gave
up. I have used Observable notebooks—it’s a bit confusing, I get
overwhelmed using their stuff” (P17). Despite the learning curve of
Idyll Studio, users found the drag-and-drop interface and structured
editing easy to work with, and were excited by its potential: “Once I
took the time to learn it would be useful” (P18), “It’s not a completely
entry level tool—at least there are uses that are not entry level. For
people who develop some facility it can be very powerful” (P8).
5. Participants valued ownership of code, data, and styles, and
the tool fit well with existing workflows. Several of our participants
noted that they appreciated that the application was distributed as
a desktop application so they could use it with private data files and
without relying on third-party infrastructure (P4, P7, P8). The ability
to take the generated source files and send them to other tools was
also important. Participants—especially journalists and researchers
who frequently published their work online—wanted the ability to
host their articles wherever they wanted and have complete control
over the look-and-feel (P1, P3, P6, P11, P15). The fact that Idyll
Studio could be used to customize styles and layouts, and produced
web-standard HTML, CSS, and JS files that could easily be accessed,
were crucial features for these users. As we expected, most users
treat the tasks of exploratory analysis and narrative visualization
separately, and when creating interactive articles typically start
with clean JSON or CSV files to be used in their article (P3, P6, P7,
P9, P10, P12, P13). However, there were some requests for more
data transformation utilities; several participants wanted to have
access to a data-frame API (P2, P3, P8) to make it easier to access
and filter data field names in expressions.

5

EVALUATION: EXPRESSIVENESS

While the first-use study is a good indication that the editor can
be used to specify small sections of self-contained interactivity, it
is also important to understand how the interface scales to more
complex articles. Here we describe how Idyll Studio can be used to
implement common Scroller and Stepper patterns [46] (Figure 6),
and to reimplement an existing explorable explanation (Figure 7).
These examples are available online.4

5.1

Scroller & Stepper

A common design pattern in narrative visualization is to animate
through a series of visualizations, each of which has a snippet of
corresponding text. This can be presented as a slideshow requiring
4 Scroller/Stepper:

https://idyll.pub/post/scroller-stepper-example-81e37de0fde8487fdb64c378/
Barnes-Hut:
https://idyll.pub/post/barnes-hut-re-implement-e0587578480b3cc37f89ec62/
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Figure 6: Specification of a Scroller layout, which displays a sequence of text blocks over a visualization that updates as a reader
scrolls. Text is edited in place and the chart’s specification is parameterized with a reactive variable that tracks scroll depth.

Figure 7: A view of The Barnes-Hut Approximation, an existing explorable explanation reimplemented using Idyll Studio. A
graphic stays fixed to the right side of the page as readers scroll, and responds to links and input widgets placed in the text.
the user to click through each step, or triggered via a scroll interaction. To implement the scroll version, an author would first drag
the Scroller from the components tab of the left-hand panel onto
the document. This immediately adds an example to the screen
with sections of text that scroll over a chart in the background.
The chart specification can be parameterized using the scroll position by creating a new reactive variable and binding it to the
Scroller’s ‘currentStep’ or ‘currentPosition’ property, then using
that variable in the chart specification. The text associated with
each step is directly editable via the Text Editor instrument. To add
steps, they can be dragged onto the article from the components
panel. A Stepper design can be implemented in a similar way: the
component exposes a similar API to bind a reactive variable, and
existing text can be edited in place, although new steps must be
added by unstructured editing of the Stepper component’s Idyll
specification.

5.2

The Barnes-Hut Approximation

The Barnes-Hut Approximation is an existing Idyll document that
presents an explorable explanation of an algorithm used to perform

force-directed graph layout calculations. The article consists of a
fixed graphic on the right-hand side with text that scrolls by on the
left. As the reader progresses, the graphic updates in response, and
parameters can be manipulated through controls embedded directly
in the text. We downloaded the article’s graph visualization component and reimplemented the layout, text, and interactions of the
article through the Idyll Studio interface using direct manipulation,
structured editing, and simple expressions to handle input (typically
things like ‘layout = false; step = 1;’ in a click handler) and create
links between components and sections of text. To recreate the layout, we used the drag-and-drop interface to add a Fixed component
to the right margin and embed the graph visualization inside of it.
We then used the Action, Display, Range, and other components to
link sections of the text to specific states in the graph, and elicit
user input to specify algorithm parameters. The exercise shows
that the user interface can scale to support more complex narrative
visualizations, though there were some pain points: the component
gear icons may need to be positioned in a more structured way
when there are many components on the screen to avoid overlap;
we also discovered some minor bugs in our markup serialization
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implementation. It can be difficult to edit a side-by-side design on
a small display—in general, we have not optimized Idyll Studio for
screens smaller than a 13-inch laptop.
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